4D Gel Nail Form
Instructions

4D Gel Pink and White
Reverse French Nails
Use 4D Nail Forms or glued tips to
create nail extensions with 4D Gel.

Step One: Prep the nail by doing a
dry manicure. Push back the cuticle
and do a light buffing on the natural
nail bed. Wipe away all dust.

Step Two: Apply 4D Nail Keratin
Bond on the natural nail only and
allow to air dry.

Step Three: Apply 4D Nail Base Coat
to the nail and/or tip and cure for 50
seconds.

Step Four: Put on special clear 4D Gel
nail form.

Step Five: Squeeze a dollop of gel to
the top of the tube. Swipe the dollop
with the knife tool and place it on
the nail.
Have the Sculpting Solution ready to
use when forming the gel drop on
the nail. Dip a small flat brush
sparingly into the Sculpting Solution
and use it to shape 4D Gel. The
Sculpting Solution is to ease the
movement of the 4D Gel and keep
the gel from sticking to the brush.
The gel will not harden until cured.
This allows you limitless time to
shape the gel, using the Sculpting
Solution as long as you need to get a
perfect nail.
Step Six: Once you reach the desired
form, cure for 50 seconds under
lamp.

Step Seven: File with 180 grit file to
shape and buff gel surface. Wipe
away all dust.

Step Seven: Apply 4D No Cleanse
Top Coat and Cure.

Step One: Prep the nail by doing a
dry manicure. Push back the cuticle
and do a light buffing on the natural
nail bed. Wipe away all dust.

Step Two: Apply 4D Nail Keratin
Bond on the natural nail only and
allow to air dry.

4D Gel Removal
Remove bulk of 4D Gel to about
Gel polish thickness.
Steam Off Method
• Use the Gel II Professional Steam
Removal System.
• Add Gentle Soak Gel Polish
Remover into the cups.
• Allow nails to steam for
10 minutes.
• Use a Bamboo Stick to gently
help remove 4D Gel.
• Finish with Cuticle Oil around
the nail.

Step Three: Apply 4D Nail Base Coat
to the nail and/or tip and cure for 50
seconds.

Step Four: Squeeze a dollop of one
of the Pink 4D Gels to the top of the
tube. Swipe the dollop with the knife
tool and place it on top the natural
nail to create the pink nail bed.
Have the Sculpting Solution ready to
use when forming the gel drop on
the nail. Dip a small flat brush
sparingly into the Sculpting Solution
and use it to shape 4D Gel. The
Sculpting Solution is to ease the
movement of the 4D Gel and keep
the gel from sticking to the brush.
Shape the 4D Gel from the cuticle to
3/4th down the nail and leave space
for the white smile line.
The gel will not harden until cured.
This allows you limitless time to
shape the gel, using the Sculpting
Solution as long as you need to get a
perfect nail.
Step Five: Once you reach the
desired form, cure for 50 seconds
under lamp.
Step Six: Squeeze a dollop of
Opaque White 4D Gel to the top of
the tube. Swipe the dollop with the
knife tool and place it on the tip of
the nail.
Use Sculpting Solution and use it to
shape white gel to the edge of the
nail and form the tip. Continue to
smooth over gel to create the
perfect french look.
Step Six: Once you reach the desired
form, cure for 50 seconds under
lamp. The white 4D Gel may need
two curing cycles because of the
high pigmentation of the 4D Gel.

Step Seven: File with 180 grit file to
shape and buff gel surface. Wipe
away all dust.

Step Eight: Finish with cuticle oil
around the nail.
Step Eight: Apply 4D No Cleanse Top
Coat and Cure.

Step Nine: Finish with cuticle oil
around the nail.

Foil Wrap Method
• Use the Gel II Remover Foil
Wraps.
• Sprinkle with Gentle Soak Gel
Polish Remover on the pad.
Making sure to place the soaked
pad over the nail, wrap the foil
around the top of the finger to
hold in place.
• Leave foil tips on for 10 minutes.
• If low heat from a warm towel is
placed over the hands, this will
help the removal process.
• Use a Bamboo Stick to gently
help remove 4D Gel.
• Finish with Cuticle Oil around
the nail.

